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All books and authors mentioned (those discussed for >20 seconds in bold): 
Voltaire, Candide 
Arthur Conan Doyle, Sherlock Holmes 
Richmal Crompton, Just William 
George Eliot, The Mill on the Floss 
Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex 
The News Chronicle 
Gilbert White, The Natural History of Selborne 
William Cobbett, Rural Rides 
Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo 
Charles Dickens 
Georgette Heyer 
Paul Clay 
John Donne 
Family and Kinship in East London 
Poem for the Day 
Robert Frost 
W. H. Auden, The Collected Poetry of W. H. Auden 
Alexander McCall Smith, What W. H. Auden Can Do For You 
Wilfred Thesiger, Arabian Sands, The Marsh Arabs 
Rory Stewart 
Jean Paul Sartre 
Agatha Christie 
Philip Larkin 



Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina 
Nikolai Gogol, Dead Souls 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky 
Dalton Trumbo, Johnny Got His Gun 
Franz Kafka 
Roald Dahl 
Robert Louis Stevenson, Treasure Island 
Michael Morpurgo 
Anthony Horowitz 
Angela Wilson 
Johanna Spyri, Heidi 
Louisa May Alcott, Little Women 
Antony Beever, Stalingrad 
Paul Merton, Only When I Laugh 
Ross Macdonald 
Ross Thomas 
Val McDermid 
Joe Soro 
Henning Mankell, Wallander 
Mikhail Bulgakov, The Master and Margarita 
Richard Ford, Canada 
Cormac McCarthy, The Road 
Georges Simenon/David Coward, Maigret novels. 
 
Interviewer/Summariser comments: 
Part one of two 
 
00:00:00 Introduction to interview, age given as 71, remarks on living 

most of life in London, spending six months in New York, going to 
school, art school, working in graphic design for BBC, working on 
animated films, eyesight problems stopping graphic design work. 
Remarks on having two sons, returning to gardening work, 
designing gardens, opening flower shop until retirement. 
Comments on money worries.  

00.02.30 Remarks on developing two series of gardening programmes for 
Channel 4 in 1990s alongside owning shops. Comments on 
continuing to love visual elements of life, interest in painting.  

00.03.20 Clarification of date of birth, remarks on being born in wartime. 
Further comments on living most of life in south London, 
mother’s origins in north London, father’s origins in Balham, 
parents’ early poverty, mother’s lack of education, mother’s 
anger at daughter attending college instead of going to work.  

00.04.30 Remarks on father’s interest in education and reading, father 
reading until becoming blind, remarks on father’s eyesight 
deteriorating from when interviewee was twelve, father’s books 
in house. Comments on mother reading light hearted romances, 
remarks on making fun of mother’s reading with brother as 
teenagers. Comments on mother’s defensiveness about books, 
remarks on relationship with mother improving in twenties, 
friction as teenager. Comments on keeping some of mother’s 
books, further comments on father’s reading habits, father’s 



socialist status, owning Penguin books.  
00.06.20 Comments on reading father’s books as child, reading Candide 

(Voltaire) at age of twelve (1955), later reading book for reading 
group. Further comments on educational influence of father. 
Remarks on father’s absenteeism from children’s lives, father 
preferring to spend time with mother. Comments on younger 
brother. Further comments on relationship with mother, 
mother’s different relationship with brother as teenager, belief 
that women should stay at home, coming to understand mother 
in later life, clashes with mother in 1960s. Anecdote about 
mother’s plans to cut brother’s hair in his sleep.  

00.08.50 Remarks on love of studying English at school, comments on 
moving schools at age of thirteen, confusion with new syllabus, 
hatred of new school, long commute to new school, exhaustion. 
Comments on deliberately never moving schools for own 
children.  

00.10.20 Comments on father’s problems with fading eyesight, failing 
business. Remarks on father’s building business, initial business 
success after war, comments on origins of father’s business in 
telephone box in 1946. Further comments on father’s business 
problems, mother’s unhappiness with family move to rural area, 
mother’s lack of friends, comments on own teenage unhappiness.  

00.11.40 Comments on reading in spare time as teenager, love of Sherlock 
Holmes (Arthur Conan Doyle), Just William (Richmal Crompton). 
Comments on reading father’s books in house, lack of memory of 
much teenage reading, enjoying The Mill on the Floss (George 
Eliot), link to closeness to brother. Remarks on reading The Mill 
on the Floss at school. Brief comments on reading Simone de 
Beauvoir as young woman.  

00.13.10 Remarks on learning to read in mother’s lap as small child, 
anecdote about mispronunciation of word ‘cake’. Remarks on 
father buying books with coloured pictures from eastern Europe, 
being unable to read stories, looking at pictures, father’s 
progressive reading ideas despite lack of money. Further 
comments on father’s book purchases, building book collection in 
house.  

00.15.00 Comments on family not using library, not going to libraries 
much as child. Remarks on reading newspapers as child, reading 
The News Chronicle, reading about atomic bomb, Korean war, 
feelings of fear. Comments on reading backs of bottles, now 
always reading on tube.  

00.16.20 Remarks on doing crossword puzzles/Sudoku.  
00.16.35 Comments on father not placing restrictions on book collection, 

anecdote about being caught reading book about fairies aged 
eleven (1954), father thinking daughter should be reading more 
adult material. Comments on learning words in car with father as 
teenager.  

00.17.40 Further comments about father’s political interests, following 
father in political interests, friction with mother over politics, 
mother’s controversial views about black people. Further 
comments on driven, self taught, eccentric nature of father, 
father’s adoration of mother, father wanting to go on holiday 
alone with mother, sending interviewee and brother to summer 
school in Devon, remarks on unpleasant experience of summer 



school, returning home instead of staying. Remarks on own 
snobbish attitudes as child.  

00.21.00 Remarks on books on father’s shelves, The Natural History of 
Selborne (Gilbert White), Rural Rides (William Cobbett), Totem 
and Taboo (Sigmund Freud), remarks on reading Totem and 
Taboo at young age, Charles Dickens, comments on dislike of 
Dickens, sadness of themes, getting upset reading Dickens books. 
Remarks on father reading Everyman books, interest in natural 
history books.  

00.22.30 Comments on mother’s reading interests, Georgette Heyer, never 
having read Heyer’s work. Remarks on process of mother 
obtaining books, borrowing books from friends. Comments on 
brother recommending book to mother in thirties (unsure of 
book title), recommending because of book containing ‘lots of 
sex’.  

00.24.20 Remarks on brother’s work as aeronautical engineer, brother not 
reading much, brother reading newspapers, giving brother books 
as Christmas presents.  

00.25.10 Remarks on not coming across frightening subjects in books, 
finding newspaper articles frightening. Comments on reading 
about sex in Totem and Taboo, not being disconcerted about 
sexual subjects. Anecdote about holiday to Majorca with brother, 
staying with friends of parents, artistic retreat, remarks on 
mother thinking friend’s books were inappropriate for children, 
comments on reading books aged fifteen (1958). 

00.27.10 Comments on interest in drawing, decision to go to college, 
difficulties of reading books on art, trying to read Paul Clay’s 
work, finding it boring. Remarks on difficulties with pretentious 
reading material. Comments on reading involved in art course, 
being taught about metaphysical poets, love of John Donne, 
interest in poetry [husband enters room and has brief 
conversation/kettle boils]. Remarks on study of sociology at 
college, studying book entitled Family and Kinship in East London, 
learning about experiences of mother’s family, enjoyment of 
staying with mother’s family in north London, remarks on focus 
of book on Bethnal Green, similarities with other areas of 
London.  

00.31.00 Remarks on differences between own life and mother’s, father 
giving children ideas of moving away from life of poverty.  

00.31.20 Remarks on developing own interest in poetry, studying poetry 
at primary school, loving particular lines in poetry. Comments on 
lack of interest in children’s poetry. Remarks on receiving first 
volume of Poem for the Day as gift from son, interest in poets’ 
backgrounds, remarks on Robert Frost poetry, quoting from 
poetry, link to Frost’s background, being able to see Frost in 
imagination pacing around writing poet. Remarks on love of W. 
H. Auden poetry, reading The Collected Poetry of W. H. Auden 
aged fifteen (1958), owning book entitled What W. H. Auden Can 
Do For You (Alexander McCall Smith). Remarks on anecdotes 
from friend who studied poetry at Oxford with Auden, stories of 
Auden sitting alone. Comments on anecdote about Auden’s 
‘disgusting’ living conditions. Remarks on difficulty of identifying 
reasons for love of particular pieces of poetry, some lines of 
poetry perfectly summing up particular trains of thought. 



Anecdote about running flower shop with woman, conversation 
about people’s lives running in parallel, people going about 
everyday lives when disasters/life changing events happen, 
examples demonstrating this from Auden’s poetry.  

00.38.00 Interviewer comments on film, In the Bleak Midwinter, 
comparison to themes of Auden’s poetry. Further remarks on 
Robert Frost poetry.  

00.39.00 Comments on lack of interest in landscape poetry, greater 
interest in thoughts/emotions, avoiding descriptions of 
countryside, skipping descriptive scenes of countryside in books, 
not wanting to read about visual material.  

00.40.00 Remarks on previous voracious reading of non-fiction gardening 
books, being put off by overly descriptive writers.  

00.40.30 Comments on difficulties of reading fiction since death of father 
and mother in law. Remarks on reading Wilfred Thesiger 
material, Arabian Sands and The Marsh Arabs, also reading Rory 
Stewart book, current preference for factual material. Comments 
on not previously having gone through peaks and troughs in 
reading, not wanting to feel sad when reading fiction 
[interviewee becomes emotional].  

00.42.00 Remarks on Simone de Beauvoir, reading de Beauvoir in teens 
and twenties. Comments on de Beauvoir’s controversial views, 
resenting having held de Beauvoir up as hero, comments on The 
Second Sex.  

00.43.20 Comments on illness after having second child, being rushed to 
hospital, fears of death, thinking about Simone de Beauvoir, Jean 
Paul Sartre, uncertainty why particular authors brought comfort.  

00.45.30 Remarks on talking to mother about Simone de Beauvoir, mother 
taking interviewee’s views on board in twenties and thirties, 
further comments on improved relationship with mother, 
mother being unable to bear unkindness. Comments on mother’s 
sense of humour, mother hating swearing, childhood games with 
mother, mother playing with grandchildren. Comments on own 
son reading Philip Larkin line aged fifteen ‘They fuck you up, 
your Mum and Dad’, mother’s horror.  

00.49.10 Comments on significant authors as young woman, first 
encountering Leo Tolstoy aged sixteen (1969), reading Dead 
Souls (Nikolai Gogol), disliking title. Remarks on lack of interest 
in Fyodor Dostoyevsky, dislike of sadness of books. Remarks on 
son reading Johnny Got His Gun (Dalton Trumbo). Comments on 
interest in Franz Kafka, reading Kafka books aged fifteen/sixteen, 
remarks on sometimes missing meanings in books, further 
remarks on love of Tolstoy, Tolstoy’s personal issues. Remarks 
on re-reading Tolstoy, comments on multiple readings of Anna 
Karenina.  

00.52.00 Remarks on moral influence of reading, fear of reading 
Dostoyevsky. Further comments on enjoyment of Wilfred 
Thesiger books, influence of lines of poetry. Comments on love of 
colour, association with line of poetry ‘coloured beads, coloured 
beads to soothe a savage eye’ (W. H. Auden). Remarks on 
grandchildren’s, nieces’ and nephews’ interest in colour.  

00.54.00 Comments on reading with children and grandchildren, reading 
Roald Dahl, trying to read Sherlock Holmes to sons, finding 
language archaic. Remarks on grandson not wanting to read, lack 



of interest in Treasure Island (Robert Louis Stevenson), 
discovering Michael Morpurgo and Anthony Horowitz, reading 
books in bedroom, need to find own way with reading. 
Comments on granddaughter’s keen interest in reading from 
young age, reading Angela Wilson books to granddaughter.  

00.56.10 Further comments on own childhood books read, Just William, 
also Heidi (Johanna Spyri), Little Women (Louisa May Alcott), 
remarks on improvement in children’s reading material.  

00.56.40 Remarks on not continuing interest in George Eliot, recent 
attempts to read George Eliot. Comments on changes to reading 
habits with age, no longer continuing with books disliked, 
changes to reading tastes, no longer reading from sense of 
obligation, now choosing books of own interest. Further 
comments on father’s eyesight problems affecting reading.  

00.58.40 Remarks on reading newspapers to father following father’s 
eyesight problems, trying to read with expression, subsequent 
problems with father’s deafness. Comments on father’s lack of 
interest in audio books, development of father’s interest in music, 
father watching television, father’s interest in walking. Remarks 
on own eyesight problems, own specialist talking to father.  

01.01.00 Remarks on husband’s reading habits, husband reading about 
history, reading Stalingrad (Antony Beever) because of husband, 
also reading other historical material. Remarks on buying and 
receiving books as presents for husband and family members.  

01.01.40 Comments on process of buying books, husband buying books 
online, own preference for buying from bookshops [brief 
conversation with husband/brief conversation about transport 
with interviewer]. Further comments on buying from bookshops, 
sometimes planning to buy, sometimes buying spontaneously. 
Remarks on reasons for buying books, recent purchase of 
autobiography Only When I Laugh (Paul Merton), remarks on 
current interest in biography/autobiography, needing to read 
biographies of people liked/admired. Remarks on reading 
biography of Charles Darwin.  

01.04.25 Remarks on interest in thrillers, comments on author (unsure of 
name), darkness of material, interest in Agatha Christie, remarks 
on shared interest in crosswords with Christie. Comments on 
interest in Ross Macdonald, Ross Thomas, decline in Thomas’s 
popularity after death. Remarks on interest in Val McDermid, 
gruesome nature of McDermid’s material, comments on some 
material being too gruesome. Remarks on husband’s interest in 
thrillers. Comments on interest in Scandinavian crime writers, 
reading Joe Soro books. Remarks on enjoying suspense of 
thrillers, further comments on Agatha Christie, enjoying solving 
mysteries. Comments on reading Henning Mankell work, 
Wallander, enjoying watching Swedish crime series on TV 
[husband leaves]. Remarks on reading thrillers in times of 
depression, reading at night when having difficulty sleeping.  

01.09.10 Remarks on reasons for starting to attend book group, love of 
going to reading group, liking people, members respecting each 
other’s opinions, interest in different tastes of members, reading 
and hating The Master and Margarita (Mikhail Bulgakov), other 
members and son liking book. Remarks on finding reading group 
discussions difficult when not liking books, not enjoying books by 



young women, too much description, feeling more intolerant 
with old age, not always finishing books. Remarks on Canada 
(Richard Ford), finding book tedious, friend buying another book 
by Richard Ford.  

01.12.40 Comments on being recommended books by friends, friend 
recommending The Road (Cormac McCarthy), reasons for not 
liking book, masculine nature of book. Comments on friends 
claiming there to be no such thing as good woman writer, friends 
denying making claims.  

01.14.22 END 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
 
 


